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Introduction 
EasyATC is a small program made by a single guy (me…), who love planes and simulators. I work in 

the video game industry as an Artist Director… So I’m not a true programmer. Please keep this in 

mind when you are confronted with frustrating bugs! I try to do my best, I work a lot, but I work 

alone and I’m not a genius in programming! So be patient, try to find why it is not working as 

expected and send a description of the issue in the EasyATC forum (X-Plane.fr or X-Plane.org). 

EasyATC is free at this stage. If it works fine, if a lot of people ask for improvements days after days, 

and if I stay motivated by this project, I cannot promise that it will remain free forever… 

I’m French, my English is a bit weird sometimes! Sorry for that… 

Thanks for reading! 

Install 
No real install is needed. Below all you need to have a chance to hear EasyATC in X-Plane… 

OS 
 Your OS must be windows! I’m not against other OS but it’s too much work for a single 

person. If one day someone is ready to help me to develop on other platforms, why not! 

Folders 
 You must have a C:\EasyATC directory with the following sub-directories… 

 

 
 

 ACTIVE_FlightPlan - A directory that should contains one single flight plan file or several 

charts files because you can “activate” (fill out) a flight plan in two manners: 

o By generating a single flight plan file with the Easy_ATC Flight Planner 

o By drag and dropping charts files into this directory. In this case you must name the 

files in a way that they are in the right order (Take-off chart is the first file, landing 

chart the last one). 

 DATABASE_Charts – The directory where are stored all the charts. When EasyATC build the 

flight plan, it looks for the charts here (if you have drag and drop charts files in the 

ACTIVE_FilghtPlan directory, EASY_Atc will not look for the charts here but will use the ones 

in the ACTIVE_FlightPlan directory 



 DATABASE_FlightPlans – A directory where you can store all the flight plans you want to 

keep 

 Messaging 

o A folder I use at this stage to communicate with X-Plane with text files!! Should 

change soon into something more suitable… 

o If X-Plane is not running, you can edit these text files if you want to make some tests 

or to reproduce a bug. 

 Preferences 

o A folder with some other tiny text files EasyATC uses to store some stuff. 

…and EasyATC.exe! 

Synthetic voice 
 You must have at least one voice installed on your OS. See YouTube if needed. 

 You will probably need to tune the volume of this voice with the Windows volume mixer to 

fit the other sounds in X-Plane. 

 You should deactivate the ATC of X-Plane (both sound and text). 

EasyATC 
At first launch you should have a message asking for the X-Plane root directory on your computer, 

then the EasyATC main window is displayed… 

 

Amazing! 

Well, the first field (or text box) is in charge to display the ATC message as a string. This is usefull for 

two reasons: 

1. You don’t hear the ATC in X-Plane: look at this window and  

 If you see a text that starts with COM1 or COM2,  that means that none of your COM 

radios are set to the right frequency (like in real life!). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e-cfj3kkmOM


 If you see the message “ATC proceeds but nothing special to say...”, that means that 

the ATC is not expecting more than what you do: right heading, right altitude, ready 

to take-off or whatever… 

 If nothing is displayed… Either you forgot to check Activate (see below) or EasyATC is 

not working . So send a message on the forum and we will try to solve this 

together… 

2. You hear the message but you don’t understand… Sometimes, the messages are pretty long 

if everything is wrong (heading, altitude, frequency swap, speed exceeding, etc.)! So some 

people could appreciate to be able to read the message… 

Menu 

ATC 

Enable 

 Activates the message loop!  

Flight plan 

Edit 

 Open the EasyATC Flight planner 

Reload 

 Click this item if you edit the flight plan while flying so that EasyATC will reload the new flight 

plan. Of course make sure you have Filled out the flight plan within the Flight planer (see 

Flight planner section). 

Settings 

Constants 

 Shows in a list all the constants of the program. You can change the values to fit better your 

expectations. You can save different files to not lose settings that work fine. Use Reset to set 

all the items to the default values they have in the program. 

Show debug 

 Check this item to display some Debug text below the ATC message text box. I use this 

sometimes to better understand why something doesn’t work as expected. Note that just a 

few things are written in the debug string. It could be more if needed… 

Joystick 

 Opens a window where you will be able to select a joystick to make some requests to the 

ATC. For version 2.0… 

X-Plane floder 

 Here you can browse the X-Plane root directory if needed. 



Plane identifier 

 This is there because the plane identifier and call signs I try to get from X-Plane are empty 

strings and I don’t know how to fix this! 

Flight planner 
The Flight planner is the tool you need to generate the text files that EasyATC parse/read to know 

where you want to go and which are the limits, coordinates, minimums, the navaids, etc. on this 

flight route. EasyATC doesn’t know how to find these details on Google!  

That’s why we need to spend some time (it can take one or two hours!) in creating the EasyATC 

formatted charts.  

I would appreciate if EasyATC was able to read a FlightVector flight plan, to load charts from the 

official website, but if it’s possible (I don’t think at this stage…), it’s probably a big job! We will talk 

about this on the forums for sure… 

Menu 

Flight plan 

 New – Reset the display to a blank checkpoints list 

 Load – Open an existing flight plan 

 Save – Save the existing or new flight plan 

 Save as – Create a new flight plan file form the existing one 

 Publish – Save the displayed flight plan into the ACTIVE_FlightPlan folder. EasyATC 

looks for the flight plan inside this folder. If it is empty, ATC will not talk to you. You 

can drag and drop Charts files directly in this folder too. But make sure the files are in 

the right flight chronology order ! That’s why it is recommended to use a flight plan 

file instead. 

Chart 

 New - Reset the display to a blank list 

 Load - Open an existing chart 

 Add – Add a chart to the list. It will be inserted AFTER the current selected 

checkpoint. 

 Save - Save the existing or new chart 

 Save as – Create a copy of the chart (only when editing a single chart) 

 Remove chart – Remove the whole chart the current selected checkpoint belongs to 

 Remove checkpoint – Remove the selected checkpoint(s) 

 Insert checkpoint – Insert a new line before the current selected checkpoint 

Helpers 

 Calculate headings – Calculate and display the headings values thanks to the 

coordinates. You can set the values manually.  



 Import for X-Plane data – EasyATC search for the identifiers into the different nav 

data, fix data, apt data, etc. and fill the cells with the values it founds. The modified 

cells are displayed with red font. When looking for a fix or navaid identifier, some 

dialog boxes can be displayed to ask you if the fix or the navaid that has been found 

is the right one: some fixes (like IS non-directionnal beacon in Ajaccio) have the same 

names in different places in the world! 

 Converter – Opens a small window where you can enter a degrees/minutes/seconds 

coordinates and convert this into decimal coordinates EasyATC can read. Note that 

this converter is automatically opened when you double-click into a latitude or 

longitude cell in the list. In this case, when you click on Convert button, the window is 

closed and the cell filled with the correct value. 

PlaySound 

 Use this if you want to test what kind of message the ATC could say when you will fly a given 

checkpoint. You need to select two consecutive checkpoints in the list. 

 

Checkpoints grid 

Columns 

Identifier 

 The identifier of the Airport, the Navaid the fix or whatever. 

 That said, it can be a name of your own. For example in the tutorial chart, there is no fix 

when ending the AZR DME arc. In this case I added a checkpoint « AZR 297 » at the position 

the plane is supposed to align to the QDR 297 AZR... 

 At this stage, a chart and a flight plan cannot have two checkpoints with the same identifier. 

This forbid some 360° turns from/to a single navaid as it can be seen in many charts. To be 

improved… 

Type 

 The « type », the category of the checkpoint 

o APT – An airport you plan to fly over and not land on nor take -off from 

o RWY – An airport (a runway, actually…) you plan to land on or take-off from 

o RWY_L – The same with some detailed knowledge provided to EasyATC. This way it 

will know there are two runways and this one is the left one! 

o RWY_R – Guess… 

o FAF – Final approach fix. Used by EasyATC to announce the « cleared to land » 

message. If no FAF, EasyATC uses a mix of the distance to the airport and the plane 

heading to speech this message anyway… 

o IAF – Initial approach fix. Used by EasyATC to know when talking to you about the 

expected landing procedure and runway 

o IF – Intermediate fix (not used at this stage) 

o HOLD – Holding pattern entry point. This way EasyATC knows it can ask you to wait a 

little bit ! Not used yet but coming soon… 



o MAPT – Missed approach point. Not used at this stage but who knows… 

o REPORT – (VFR only) A fix where you have to report to the ATC (not implemented 

yet) 

o TWY – Taxiway checkpoint. EasyATC will soon be able to give you some taxiway 

directives I hope… 

o -1 – All other cases 

 This list should change a lot in the following months… 

ATC Callsign 

 The name EasyATC calls itself when talking to you. So the controller you are supposed to talk 

FROM this checkpoint TO the next one 

ATC Freq. 

 Its frequency. Caution: no decimal! 

Transition altitude 

 The published altitude you are supposed to set your QNH settings to the standard QNH 

(above) or to local QNH (below). EasyATC could give you the exact transition altitude but it’s 

good for brain to calculate this by ourselves!  

Altitude 

 The minimum altitude at this point or the cruise altitude planned 

Speed 

 The speed to not exceed at this point 

Heading 

 The expected heading from this checkpoint to the next one 

Latitude/Longitude 

 Decimal coordinates of the checkpoint. Please use “.” and not “,” for decimals. Note that you 

can double click on the cell to open the Converter windows (see below…) 

DME distance  

 Blank most of the time. Enter the expected distance if this checkpoint is where a DME arc is 

supposed to start from. 

NavAid1 

 The navaid you are supposed to use when following the Heading or the DME arc 

Freq. 

 The frequency of NavAid1 

NavAid2 

 Additional navaid. Not used by EasyATC at this stage but should be useful in some cases I 

suppose… 

Freq. 

 The frequency of NavAid2 



Custom message 

 Additional (and optional) message EasyATC will say, once, when you will trigger this 

checkpoint 

Linked checkpoints 

 The identifiers of the fix, navaid, airport or whatever EasyATC can ask you to proceed directly 

from this point. At this stage, the probability of this is 20 % and the next checkpoint is chosen 

randomly through the available identifiers (you can change this value in the Constant editor). 

 You must separate identifiers with “;” 

Rows 

 The green lines are the « link » checkpoints between charts. These two green consecutives 

lines should always be the same except for the heading value (the heading depends on the 

next checkpoint) 

 That said, remember that when EasyATC generates the Flight Plan (I mean while processing 

within X-Plane), it doesn’t care about the last checkpoint of a chart as soon as there is 

another chart that comes just after. For example in the LFKJ – LFMN flight plan, the IS of the 

LFKJ – IS chart is not copied in the flight plan. The IS in the flight plan is the IS of the IS – 

NERAS chart. Mmm, I hope this is clear enough… 

Blank or -1? 

 Caution! A blank field means, “the above value is the same, and I don’t want to lose my time 

in filling all the cells!”. So when the chart/flight plan is generated, the last values are 

repeated on the following fields if they are empty/blank. 

 If you don’t want this, fill cell(s) with -1. The generator will stop filling cells as soon as it 

meets a -1. 

 This is one of the very last features I added so in the following images and sample edition 

comments I made before, I don’t talk about this. But it works now!  

  



Sample edition 
How to edit a full flight plan from scratch ? Following, an examle with the Ajaccio LFKJ to Nice LFMN 

flight.  

1. First of all, find the SID, the STAR and the approach charts your flight plan is based on…





 
2. Then you can create the first chart, the Ajaccio SID in this example. Note that it’s better to 

create separate charts than one single big flight plan so that you can re-use the charts in 

different flight plans. Once the charts are created, it’s very easy to add them into a new flight 

plan associated with other charts! And you can share your charts with the community! 

 First we take off from Ajaccio airport so click on the first cell of the first row in the 

list, Identifier column, and type “LFKJ”. 



 On the Type column, since we take-off from this airport, select “RWY”. Note that 

APT would be selected if the plan was to fly above the airport without landing or 

taking-off. By selecting RWY, the ATC is informed we effectively land or take-off from 

this airport. Honestly, in the case of the very first checkpoint of the flight plan, 

EasyATC guesses that you are going to take-off from this airport, actually. But it’s 

better to develop good habits… 

 On the ATC Callsign, enter the name of the controller that is supposed to manage 

your take-off. In this case “Ajaccio tower”. Actually, you can write “Britney Spears” if 

you want. It’s just the call sign the ATC will use when talking to you. 

 On the ATC Frequency column, type the frequency of Ajaccio tower “118075”. Note 

that we omit the decimal for all frequencies. 

 On the Transition altitude, type “5000”. If you let this field blank, the ATC will not 

indicate any transition altitude when you climb or desend. 

 On the Altitude column, let the cell blank. That means that the ATC will not expect 

any altitude level after take-off. Let’s say you type “15000” in this very first 

checkpoint. In this case, as soon as your wheels will have left the runway, the ATC 

will say “climb to 15000” or “expedite your climb to 15000”. 

 On the Speed column, type the maximum speed allowed in the checkpoint are. There 

is thousands people living here and there is some speed and noise restrictions in this 

place! Type “180”. 

 On the Heading column, type the heading of the runway. Always think about the 

point of view of the ATC: you are expected to take-off with the 203 heading! So enter 

“203” in this cell. 

 Let the Latitude and Longitude blank for the moment 

 We are not expect to follow a DME arc at this checkpoint so we let the DME Distance 

field blank 

 We don’t use any navaid when taking-off. Our only navigation objective is to keep 

our heading to 203 until the next checkpoint. So we don’t fill any of the NavAid1, 

Freq. NavAid2 and Freq. columns. 

 On the extra message column, you can add anything you would like to hear from the 

ATC at this stage and that cannot be processed with the other values. For example, 

since we take-off, we can add “Woooo! Nice take-off! You are so brilliant!” 

 On the linked checkpoint column, (a more interesting feature!) you can enter the 

checkpoints the ATC can give you as direct flight as soon as you will have left this 

checkpoint. So in the case of our take-off from LFKJ, we can enter in the cell 

“AJO07;IS;LONSU” for example. I’m pretty sure it does not happen in real flights 

since the plane would be too close to Ajaccio city when flying from the runway 

directly to LONSU or even IS. But you can add all the links you want. Note that those 

links don’t need to be in this chart, and will be ignored if they cannot be found within 

the following charts of the flight plan. 

3. Now you can fill the three following checkpoints, AC015, AJO07 and IS with the values you 

consider helpful from an ATC point of view. 

4. Give a name to the chart in the “Chart:” text box, say “LFKJ – IS” or the official name “AD 2 

LFKJ SID RWY20 CONV HORRO” (see the provided documents) 

5. Click on Menu/Chart/Save 



6. Click on Menu/Chart/Load, browse your file that should be inside the DATABASE_Charts 

directory and check that you have something close to this… 

 

The green lines are just there to highlight the first and the last checkpoint of the charts. It is 

especially helpful when editing a full flight plan! 

7. Click now on Helpers/Get data from X-Plane and click on Ok, Yes or No on the small dialog 

boxes that inform you about the search. You should obtain this… 

 

Note the red values that have been found in the X-Plane nav, fix and apt data. I didn’t take time yet 

to find the frequencies of Tower, Ground and Approach and the coordinates of the airports in the 

(huge) apt.dat but this could come one day… 

8. Finally, after filling the LFKJ coordinates our chart is ready to be integrated into a flight plan… 

 

 
 

9. You can now clean the grid by clicking on Menu/Chart/New and then create the IS to NERAS 

chart the same way we did for this LFKJ to IS chart. And after that you can do the same for 

the third and last STAR NERAS to LFMN. 

10. When the three charts are saved, click on Menu/Chart (or Flight plan)/New and click on 

Menu/Chart/Add three times to import the three charts into the grid. You should have 

something close to this… 



 
 

Pay attention on the current selected checkpoint (the blue line) before adding a chart: an imported 

chart is always added AFTER the selected checkpoint. 

11. Enter a name for the Flight plan and click on Menu/Flight plan/Save. This way, the flight plan 

is saved in the DATABASE_FlightPlan folder. But the flight plan is not “filled” yet. 

12. To “activate” the Flight plan, I mean, to make it active inside X-plane, you must click on 

Menu/Flight plan/Publish. This way, the Flight plan is duplicated in the ACTIVE_FlightPlan 

directory. 

13. This way you can store all your flight plans in the DATABASE_FlightPlan folder and just drag 

and drop the one you want to fly into ACTIVE_FlightPlan folder without executing EasyATC 

FlightPlan Editor. Note that you must have only one single flight plan file in the 

ACTIVE_FlightPlan folder at this stage… 

 

 

Thanks for reading! 

KiemLesnavions. 08/2015 


